SACRAMENTO REFUSES STUDENT UNION MONEY
Carr’s ’Emphatic Denial’
Ends Immediate Hopes
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Lecture on Lincoln
To Celebrate Centennial
Dr. It. Gerald McMurtry, director of the Lincoln National Life
foundation, will be the second
speaker in the SJS spring lecture
series this afternoon, talking on
"If Lincoln Were Here."
Dr. McMurtry will speak at 1:30
p.m. in TH55 to honor the 100th
anniversary of Lincoln’s election
to the presidency.
Members of the San Francisco
Examiner want ad department
heard Dr. McMurtry speak Tuesday at their regular meeting. He
told them that Lincoln’s speech
on "The Fundamental Question of
Slavery" Feb. 27, 1860, paved the
way for his nomination and election.
Widely known as an authority

NEW QUARTERSArt students Jay Schaeffer
and Dalene Osterkamp try out the tables and
atmosphere of one of the new rooms in the re-

cent:1y completed art building, which is to be
dedicated officially Feb. 28 by Dr. John Maxon,
visiting director of the Chicago Art Institute.

Dedication of New Art Building
Highlights SJS Winter Festival
A 10-day Winter Festival of
Arts at San Jose State will begin
Thursday and continue through
rch 5, presenting a prograrn of
rt. music, speech, and drama productions.
The festival, scheduled in connection with the dedication of the
Art building, completed last year,
will be the major fine arts activity
of the spring semester.
Dedication of the $2 million Art
building will be at 3 p.m. Sunday,
Feb. 28, in Concert hall. Dr. John
Mason, director of the Chicago
Art institute, will speak on "The
Community and the Museum" at
the ceremonies.
A reception and formal opening
of the art gallery will follow the
dedication in the Art building at
4 p.m.
ARTISTS EXHIBIT
The art gallery will present an
’Artist and Teacher" exhibition of
work hy :5 art instructors from
California, Washington, Utah and
Oregim
"--

During the festival the music
department will present a major
operatic work in cooperation with
the speech and drama department
Puccini’s "La Boheme," and two
student recitals.
Six performances of "La Boheme," a four-act opera sung in
English, will be presented for the
public in the College Theater at
8:15 p.m. Feb. 26 and 27 and
March 2 through 5.
Patrick and Doris Meierotto,
duo-pianists, will play a student
recital in Concert .hall, Sunday,
Feb. 28, and Marilyn Beebe will
present a senior piano recital in
Concert hall at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, March 1.
LITERATURE READING
A staged reading of "Dear
Land," selections from American
literature, will be presented in
costume by speech and drama students at 8:15 p.m. Feb. 29 and
March 1 in Studio Theater.
Dr. Herbert Sanders, professor
of ceramic art, will lecture on

Spiritual Conversation Theme
For ’Religion in Life’ Week
"Conversat pals in Religion" is
"eme of the spring semester "Re.41 in Life week" scheduled for
22.25 and Feb. 29-March 3.
lonsored by the College Reli,: council, the week will tea,hsiv,e discussions in campus
14 centers, speakers and a
Tiet Feb, 24 in the cafeteria
30 prn.
M.inelple speaker will be the Rt.
James A. Pike, bishop of the
l’ulita diocese of the Episcopal
it. Ile will speak March 1 at
P ni. in Morris Dailey elation "Capital Punishment
, the tagnity of Man."
discussions will feature
.,hers from nine denominations
three SJS academic depart ’As. Representing the Baptist
Ai will he the Rev. George
’Ims. Rev. Gerald Ford will
for the Christian church.
,tngregational speakers will in le the Rev. James Barge, the
’ John c. Carrell, and the Rev.
,als Joggers. The three discusleaders of the Episcopal
rhurch will be the Rev, Warren
r’"linnham, the Rev. Bart Murdock
Barbara Arnold, campus
her,
Joseph Giten will reprethe Jewish faith in the discus-

sions. Lutheran leaders will be the
Rev. John Arthur, the Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, the Rev. A. J.
Broomer and Mr. Ron Smith.
Methodist
the
Representing
church will be the Rev. Henry
Gerner, Dr. Donald Getty and the
Rev. Edwin M. Sweet. Presbyterian discussion leaders will be the
Rev. Don Emmet and the Rev.
Phil Barrett.
The Rev, Henry Tunas will represent Spartan Y, and Father
John Duryea will speak for the
Roman Catholic church.
Discussion topics will include
"Marriage and Sex," "Comparative Religions," "The Existence of
God," "Can You Integrate Religion and Politics?" and "The Deity
of a Student."

"Some Japanese Potters" at 8
p.m. Wednesday, March 2, in A113.
Dr. Sanders, who recently returned from a year’s sabbatical
study of Japanese pottery, is working on a book on Japanese ceramics.
The art department will hold
open house Thursday, March 3.
from 1:30 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. All
the art studios will be open for
the open house with students and
faculty demonstrating in specialized areas.

Model UN
Application
Due Today
Today is the last day ,to apply
for positions on the SJS delegation
to the Model United Nations. The
San Jose group will represent Lebanon at the MUN, which will be
held in April at the University of
California at Berkeley.
Applications may be ootialned
from Dr. Raymond Stanley, professor of geography, and should also
be turned in to him.
A meeting will be held for applicants Monday at 4 p.m. in CH135 when interviews will be conducted. Ten delegates will be chosen.
Students who are selected may
get one unit of credit for their
research by registering for political science 180.

English Personnel
Panhellenic Holds
To Hear Lecturer
Party Tomorrow
Robert T. Robertson, lecturer!
in English at the University of
For H.S. Seniors Otago, New Zealand, will be the
Five hundred high school senior
girls and their mothers will be told
the "Phases of College Life" in a
Coke and Cotton party to be sponsored by the San Jose City Panhellenic at SJS tomorrow.
The party will be held in the
Music building Concert hall from
2-4 p.m.
Mrs. Walter M. Robertson, program chairman, said the purpose
of the party is to acquaint senior
girls with college life and start
them thinking toward higher education.
A panel discussion will tell the
various phases of college life, with
Miss Janet Douglas, associate dean
of student activities, as moderator.

ISO Party Tonight
The International Student%
organization welleome party win
he held from 8 to 10 tonight in
the Women’s gym. It was not
held last night, as announced
erroneously In yesterday’s Spartan Daily.
The party Is for both foreign
and American ,students.

NO.,

speaker today at the English department lunch -meeting in room A
of the cafeteria at 12:30 p.m.
At 3:30 p.m. today a coffee
hour will be held in the cafeteria
with Robertson. Students and faculty members may attend both
sessions.
While here, Robertson will attend some classes which deal with
American literature.

on Lincoln and his contempui aries,
Dr. McMurtry was recently appointed by President Eisenhower
to the national committee on the
Lincoln Sesquicentennial.
Dr. McMurtry is the author of
25 books and pamphlets on Lincoln, and more than 200 magazine
articles. He also has edited "Lincoln Lore" and the "Lincoln Herald."
Last fall, Dr. McMurtry was
sent to Southeastern Asia by the
International
Educational
Exchange Service, as an American
specialist to lecture on Lincoln.
As director of the Lincoln foundation and lecturer, Dr. McMurtry is supported by the Lincoln
National Life Insurance co., and is
appearing at SJS through their
cooperation.

Book Trade Ends
The spring hook exchange
sponsored by service fraternity
Alpha Phi Omega ends today at
4 p.m.
, After today, no books or money may be picked up from the
exchange and no books will be
returned to the owners, unless
a valid written excuse Is submitted.

By MIKE JOHNSON
Editor
San Jose State received an
"emphatic denial" for state financial support for a new student activities building, Pres.
John T. Wahhluist announced
yesterday.
Pres. Wahluitist said he was
left with the impression that we
are "fortunate to have a substitute building," as John E. Carr,
state director of finance, denied
funds for activities buildings for
all state colleges.
President Wahlquist conferred
with Carr, Don Muchmore. assistant director of finance, and other
state officials on the subject of
activities buildings earlier this
month.

BOOK STORE HELP
Carr said that he felt that it
should be possible for SJS to finance its own union building, especially with our "progressive book
store."
The State Department of Finance said the $650.900 appropriated to SJS by the 1957 legislature was a form of "consolation prize" because all state colleges except SJS received funds
that year for residence halls.
This money would have provided a 26,903 square -foot building large enough for a student
activities program.
i
lounge. two tiers of offices
a storage room.
After SJS received its "con,
tion prize," however, a Fed,
Housing Administration loan was
A salary raise of $370.037 for
obtained, making it feasible for
San Jose State next year was apSJS to build residence halls.
proved this week by the state Senate Finance committee, when it
"NO CLAIM TO PRIZE"
The Finance department, there- sent the college’s $9 million operfore, felt we had no claim to the ating budget to the legislature.
The legislature reconvenes on
appropriated "consolation prize,"
and refused to release the funds. Feb. 29 to consider the commitThe department feels that state tee’s recommendation.
SJS salaries next year would
could be used for more imtotal $9,459.160. This year’s salaries total $9,080,132.
The budget would raise the yearly salaries of persons in "instructional" positions about $331. The
actual ’teachers" of this group
would get about $412 more next
year.
"Administrators- would get an
annual raise of about $155 each.
Instructors’ salary raises would
, total $317,238 (to $7,275.8931.
Raises for administrators would
total $28.129 itii $1.n11.9961.
Major salary increases In the
budget are: dean a the college,
I $600 to $12,6001; president’s administrative assistant, $418 (to
g8871,i publications manager, $437
to $8081 ; associate .dean, admissions and records, $436 (to $9236).
No increases were provided for
s ice presipresident ($17,400)
dent 415,0001, executive dean or
dean of students both $13.200
I associate dean $10.3441 or business manager 1$12.0001.

AWS-WAA Open
House Today

photo by Bob Christman
90-TON MONSTERThis is the huge pile driver which arrived
a.
KOED, campus
on campus yesterday morning to begin work on the six story libraril() station, planne4I Lite jest erilay
ry addition. The "infernal machine" will push casings 56 feet into
to get recorded interviews with
the ground. The casings will then be filled with cement to supstudent protesters at the scheduled
port the addition. Deep supports are needed because of the
execution of Caryl Chessman at
college’s mushy land which wasonce a swamp.
San Quentin this morning.
The tape recordings may be
ready for broadcast at 12:30 p.m.
today to the College Union.
After the state Supreme court
voted against clemency for Chessman yesterday for the second time.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown said "no
That giant (pf a nictiire sitisist-1 Within the tapered casing is a
further action on my part is pos- ing steam and hovering over the core, also weighing seven tons.
sible.
area of the six story library addi- used in lowering the piling.
"Thus, under the state constitu- tion is a pile driver.
In addition, the pile driver
tion, I have no clemency power
The 90-ton structure, device of boasts an f4 -foot crane. When In
I whatsoever," he added.
the Raymond Concrete Pile co. of use, the noise of the machine Is
menacing,
explained
Oakland, is used to drive pile cas- almost
ings into the ground to give the Barnhill.
After the casings are driven into
library stability.
The driver looks like a cross the ground, cement is poured into
:iis hie ss.is i-olected president of Young Republicans last betueen a steam crane and a them. There are up to 585 such
night at a repeat election presided tractor. The one at the 5.15 pro- casings which are driven 56 feet
over by Pat McClenahan, ASB ject Is rebuilt from n steam into the ground.
crane, according to Jitek BarnThe familiar columns found in
prosecuting attorney.
Other new officers are: Jean hill. superintendent of the pile the present library form out of
several of the casings to support
Peterson, first vice president: conipany.
Brent Davis, second vice presi- . The machine operates much the the upper floors.
A general operator, a fireman
dent; Elizabeth Stone, first repre- same way as an oil derrick. Steel
sentative at large; Sid Maestre, se- casings are lowered by a seven- and four or five pile drivers are
ton hammer attached to the driver. needed to operate the machine.
cond representative at large,

Ford in Flick
"Imitation General," starring
Glenn Ford, Red Buttons and Thine Elg, will he shown tonight. at
7:30 in Morris Dailey auditorium,
Admission is 25 cents.
The film is the first of a series
of Friday night movies which will
be shown throughout the semester.
The project is being sponsored by
the senior class.

A membership dance, sponsored
by the Hinel club, will be held Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in the Spartan
Y, according to Social Chairman
Phyllis Golub.
Admission for members is 25
cents, non-members, 50 cents, and
new members will be admitted
free.
Refreshments will be served.

Staff Gets
Salary Boost

90-Ton Pile (Driver)

KOED To Interview
Chessman Protesters

Hillel Slates
Membership Hop GOP Elects

portant projects than stadent activities buildings.
If the funds initially appropriated for the activities building
are not used by June, 1960, they
automatically will revert to the
state, and will be permanently lost
to the college.
OLD CARNEGIF: LIBRARY
SJS had used a converted Carnegie library, which the school
bought 25 years ago, for a student
union. But library expansion made
it necessary to move student government offices and student activities areas to the recently acquired
building on Ninth street.
The building originally was to
be temporary, but now it appears
it will seise for a number of years.
It has been remodeled from a 10unit apartment house to accommodate student government and activities.
INADEQUATE SPACE
The Student Activities Building
committee earlier in February decided that space in the present
activities building is "wholly inadequate" for an acth.ities program for even the present SJS
enrollment.
But Pre,.. Wahlquist said extensive remodeling and refurnishing
has made the building pleasant
and adequate.
*
*
*

Pile Driver Pounds
Casing for Library

New women students will have
the opportunity to .get acquainted
with other SJS coeds today at the
AWS-WAA Open house in the
women’s gym patio at 3:30 p.m.
Dress is optional: the aim is for
comfort, say WAA members. The
only charge will be for hot pizza
at 25 cents a piece.
A variety of activities will give
new and returning Spartan gals a
chance to make lots of new friends
this is the hope of the co-sponsors, who hold a similar open
- t,,i
house each

For want of a nail, the
shoe was lost! This
hor;ble thing would
never have happened
if the shoes were
Spaulding Saddles!
Not only do they make
your feet look great,
but they’re made to
fake lots of romping
around the campus
at all hours.
Just 14.95 A+ R
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Vat:4 Comment
makes good
The state of teachers’ salaries in the
newspaper copy. Statistics can be easily arranged to form excelleedreading with plenty of apparent substance.
But a point that is overlooked almost insariably is that
there is a scale of ability in the teaching profession, just as in
industry and in people in general.
lerpaid teachers have a legitimate complaint. But
The
lerpaid is very, vets small,
the percentage of teachers truly
compared to the number of teachers ho complain.
president
It oas refreshing to read that George Ho
of American Motors corp., earlier this week stood boldly before 20.11411) educators and told them that teachers them -ekes
of
must shoulder **at least some of the blame.’ for any
prestige which their 1,r,tit-s1o1l has suffered.
His andience w a- tlit knwrican Association of School Ad n ’strators.
Nit-. Romney went further. He said "the impression has
been created in some quarters that ill their legitimate fight for
higher salary standards. some teachers are seeking greater rewards for less endeavor."
Romney also pointed out that, at least in his home town,
Detroit. "teachers’ salaries are fully comparable to the beging is age rates in most industry:.
The plan for advancement in teaching, however, is even
more just titan industry’s plan.
S.’lii44rily is a major factor in determining a teacher’s salary size. while the importance of teaching skill, if not disregarded. at least is minimized.
Salary size for executive positions in industry, of course,
is determined by the man’s worth to the companv.
If teachers’ wages could be set on such a scale, everyone
except the majority of teachers would be happy.

THRUST & PARRY
Action To Protest
Capital Punishment

Ch..4

jimmie’s
5 brarbers
open mondays

h2 S. 4Th
rext

mosers

... the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos
combined! Try it and your
very first puff will tell you
why. There’s more pleasure
In smooth -smoking, even.
burning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHORA.
Popular priced, and more
for your money, toofull 2
ounces in every ’tack! Blended
In Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Come in and try it
today!

EDITOR: I wish to thank the
Spartan Daily’s eloquent and
sensational front-page effort yesterday to thrust me into martyrdom for leading a "solemn"
congregation of students to San
Quentin protesting capital punishment. There is considerable
distortion in the article of the
facts as I related them in a letter to Thrust and Parry Wednesday.
To clarify yesterday’s article:
to my knowledge there is no
group of students at State organized to protest capital punishment. I anticipate, however,
to meet with others concerned in
the hope that some action may
be taken.
Secondly, any protest today is
purely coincidental with the execution of Caryl Chessman. Whether it be a vigil at San Quentin or armbands on.campus, the
major concern is capital punishment.
Thirdly, there is no organized
effort to wear armbands on campus today. There are three executions slated for March and
similar action may be taken at
that time. At least this is my
hope.
I am confident *that the fact
of legal murder may arouse
some to action. The vigil and
armband actions are implements
through which those opposed to
capital punishment may visibly
express their conviction and concern.
I am for the abolition of capital punishment in any form.
This for me is an objection
grounded upon Christian conviction and faith. Wearing an armband on campus, for me, would
be a visible sign of an inward
religious conviction. I am open
to share with those interested
in further action on forthcoming executions.
TOM A. BULL.
ASB A14018

Ceramics Display

Spa2taner
womyomost.rtissontRaup-

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS

Entered as second day: mattur April 74
1934, at San Jose, Califurnia under ft.
szt of March 2, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Published daily by Associated Students of San
Jose State College. except Saturday and
Sunday, during college year.
Editor, Michael H. Johnson
Advertising Mgr., Dole Pratt
News Editor, Robert Taylor
Day Editor, th.s issue Tr.wy Godfrey

A ceramics display by James
Lovera, assistant professor of
art, will be among the exhibitions shown at the H. It. de
Young Memorial museum in Golden Gate park In San Francisco.
The show will open Saturday
and museum hours are from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
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A 8M Auto Repair

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
student rotes 456 E. San Salvador CY 54241

phone CY 5-9542
Brokaw off N. 1st.
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ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
AN ARGUMENT FOR THE SOUL

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
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eyes can only
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as yool as your grasses
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CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete *ye examinations and optical service. Latest styled glasses and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled end glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Meath:in this ad ... when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO) Also-111 S. First St. (Corner of lit and San
Antonio.
Call CY 7-1110

MAX: Hi, Growler. Are you all set for the semester/
GROWLER: Yea. I’m taking a course in Philouseophy. It’s
real tough. I’m working on a problem right now. (Growler
has not taken English A.)
MAX: What’s it about?
GROWLER: The instructor said this fellow, I think his name
was Sockabes, claimed that the soul had three parts. Now,
this isn’t my problem, because I believe him. In fact, I’ve
removed my soul and divided it. You see that there are
three parts. (Growler is a master mechanic.)
MAX: Yes! You seem to have done just that. So, what’s your
problem/
GROWLER: I can’t put the darn thing together again, and I
can’t walk with only one shoe. (Growler is an animal and
really doesn’t wear shoes.)
MAX: Just forget about it. Let’s go to Lark’s. You must be
starved after all that thinking.
GROWLER: I sure am. Hey, I hear that Lark’s is now open at
5 a.m. Now we can eat breakfast there, too, Man! (Some.
times Growler makes very good sense.)
MORAL: Food for the stomach is food for the soul, or something like that.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

ENGINE E IZSrANDiSCIE NTISTS
REPREsENTATivES

NORTH AM E IZICA?:LAN" I ik’I’ I( )N: IN( 1.
w

-

........1torNIPSoo-.4

\VILL CONDUCT ON-C’ANIPUS INTERVIENVS
Visit your placement office now
for all the. facts about a future with North American Aviation, Inc.
THURSDAY

Corned Beef & Cabbage
FRIDAY

SPAGHETTI
all you can eat

S

Nuclear
power
at the Atomics
International
Division
tc..os. Iwk.Callforn,e1

Atomics International, located in the San
Fernando Valley of Southern California, is a
leader in the development and manufacture
of nuclear reactors for power, research, and
mobile systems. Two proven Al power reactor concepts are now under construction,
Atomics International is building a Sodium

Graphite Reactor for the Consumers Public
Power District of Nebraska and an Organic
Power Reactor at Piqua, Ohio. Al also is
engaged in extensive research activities to
develop improved materials for fuel elements and reactor components.

Autonetics, a leader in the field of electronics,
is engaged in research, development, and
manufacture of Computers, Inertial Guidance, Armament Control and Flight Control
Systems. Autonetics designed and built the
inertial navigation system for the USS Nau-.
tilus and Skate; the first, completely auto-

matic landing system for supersonic missiles
and aircraft; the first, general purpose, alltransistor, digital computer. It is now at work
on the inertial navigation system for the first
nuclear-powered Polaris-carrying submarines and the guidance and control systems
for the Minuteman and GAM -77 missiles.

The Columbus Division, designed and built
the Navy’s T2J Buckeye, America’s most ver-I
satile jet trainer which will train today’s
jet cadets to command tomorrow’s manned
weapons systems, and the Navy’s supersonic,
all-weather A3J Vigilante, today’s most ver-’
satile manned weapons system. Advanced

design studies now underway at the Colum, bus Division include undersea, land, and air
weapons systems for all Military Services.
Current studies include ASW, missiles, ECM,
intercept aircraft, electronics systems,VTOLSTOL, ground support equipment, and other
still confidential programs.

The Los Angeles Division is the home of the
next -generation manned weapon system
the. Mach 3 B-70 Valkyrie multi -purpose
bomberand America’s first manned space
vehicle, the X-15. Engineers in this division
are engaged in research, development, and

production of complete manned weapon
systems. Work encompasses the fields of
Electronics, Metallurgy, Structures, Aerodynamics, Thermodynamics, Dynamics,
Mathematics, Physics, Human Factors and
Industrial Engineering.

The Missile Division is the home of the GAM77 "Hound Dog," an air -to -surface missile
for the Air Force’s B-52 bomber. The Missue Division has within its ranks some of the
nation’s most experienced engineers and scientists in the fields of missiles and weapon
systems. They are performing research on

missiles and space exploration vehicles of a
wide variety of range, speed and propulsion
methods. Scientists at the Aero-Space Lebo ratories, an organization within the Missile
Division, are conducting creative research
well in advance of existing technology in the
space sciences.

LEE SISTERS
COMMUNITY SINGING
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CY 4-4009
This new serv,ce designed especially for all State Students,
compliments of San Remo’s, famous for fine Pine. Call
during these hours:
Wed. and Thurs.
Fri. and Sat.
Sunday

6 to 10 p.m.
6 to 11 p.m.
4:30 to 11 p.m.

Closed Mondays and Tusdays

,

Propulsion
t’ systems
and concepts
at the Rocketdyne
Division
ICdnoge Pcq. 7,0f,, a,

DvicG,ogo, I.e.)

Rocketdyne is engaged in ideas -to -hardware
development of propulsion systems. Hithrust liquid propellant engines, built by
Rocketdyne, have powered most of the missites used for military and civilian space
projects including
i l di Atlas, Jupiter, Thor, Red I stone, Explorer, Discoverer, Pioneer, Juno,
, and others. Under development at present
are two super performance liquid systems.
While leading the nation in liquid propellant

RemorS

218 WILLOW STREET

2801

Fri. and Sat. Night
Have fun with the

Now You Can ...

San

tin

9:00 until dark
except
toes. and fr.

If God didn’t exist, man
would have to invent Him.
- ’oltaire

BUT HE never lets you listen
to more than eight bars of any

2-02 POUCH

TRY A PIPEFUL
AT THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU

Jose Greco and nis company
of 30 dancers, musicians and
singers will perform in the San
Jose civic auditorium at 8:30
p.m. Monday.
The Spanish ballet troup will
include the prima ballerina Lola
De Ronda, flamenco singer Manuela De Jerez, guitarist Miguel
Garcia and operetta singer Norine.
Tickets are on sale at the auditorium box office.

MY CALENDAR has tapped me on the shoulder
11 am kidding of course; calendars don’t just go
around tapping strangers on the shoulder) and has
told me that today "is the 82nd
one piece before he starts in
birthday of the phonograph.
twisting those knobs, turning
FAilsonwho thought enough
dials, knocking tubes, pushing leof night baseball to give us light
vers, pulling switches, joining
would have flipped over and
wiresand in general, making
begun spinning in his tomb had
listening to "The Mikado" as
he discovered all the darkness
complicated as keeping the
he created by inventing the foreQueen Mary on course.
runner of stereo.
While he lectures on about
I suppose you’ve all seen that
how the gawampus filters out
dog-eared cartoon about the pour
guy who lives nest door to a
the harsh pizzicato and cuts
neighbor who writes sonnets to
away the flingdrag tones, I sit
his stereo set.
quietly by, dreaming buck to
those calmer days when ANY
It so happens I have just such
dunderhead could be an expert
a cartoon chum who is lousy
at the phonogreph If he could
with the latest dope on stereo
manage not to d..-’op the new
and hi-fidelity; and I am sure
needle in the folds of the bedif he would ever allow me to
spread.
peekno doubt sleeps with a
pair of tweeters beneath his pillow.
DID I hear someone in the
last row ask, "What are tweeters?" All I can tell you about
tweeters is that in listening to
some of the great artists --like
Prokofieff, Bach, Griegsomehow when you are through listening to the music, the tweeters have become more important than either Prokofieff, Bach
or Grieg.
I would like to state right now
that if any of you plan to carry
on a full-scale debate on W6Tc7
outlets in the future, would you
please do so while I am out of
the room?
Otherwise, it gives nit- that
feeling like when you walk into
a cocktail party at 11:30 and no
one will introduce you.
After my friend shows me his
setI am shown the set every
two weekswe sit down to discuss many things of interest
while World War II is going on
not three feet from my good
ear, in the form of "Victory at
Sea."
"Listen to the low frequency
of the tynipanyl" he shouts,
hopping about on one foot.
"Isn’t that violin vibrato magnificant7’’ And the vibrato tickles my teeth as the tympany
rumbles in my small toe.
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Teachers’ Salaries
Are More Than Just

of

by Gerald Nachman,
BOY REPORTER
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IN THE FIELDS OF THE FUTURE,
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systems, the division is under contract for
high energy solid propellant motors and
unique accessory equipment. Solid propellant operations are located at McGregor,
Texas. Other propulsion system concepts are
actively under development employing the
Principles of ion energy, nuclear energy,
plasma jets, arc -thermodynamic and nutnetohydrodynamic systems.
.
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Boxers Whip Nevada Spartans Host Peps,
tered Nevada heiwyt,veight John
ny GARY PALMER
Genascl from corner to corner in
boxing
NCAA
ose’s
J
!,:an
chenpi,,,, pounded out a 51/I- the last round of the card’s feature attraction, but it took the for0 win to, yr ,ilibliorn Nevada mer NCAA titleholder two rounds
well aware that next
let night,
to
thoroughly recall the boxing
vek’s intersectional clash with skills which make him a top Olymiii may be the deciding pic
prospect.
their bid for a third
firter innational
The Spartans lacked the big
title.
straight
punch and the curd ’saw no
ging-rusty Archie Milton bat.
knockouts, though Ch a rile
Brown came within inches of
In person
stopping Mills Lane In the 147 All Side: cA
pound clash.
Ron Nichols and Dave Nelson
also were winners in the meet that
saw the Spartans garner four wins
against one loss and three draws.
Nichols completely outclassed
The Gateway Singers the Wolf Pack’s Stme Parker in

SHELLEY
BERMAN

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.

THURS. EVE., FEB 25 at 8 30
hetet’: $7.75, $2.75, $1.75 at Si
Ciric Aud. Box Office, CY 3.6252

his lad to retain his 125-pound collegiate crown and Nelson slung
Jerry Hook repeatedly with good
lefts and rights to the body to win
the most lopsided decision of the
eveningBahman Shoghi, Iran’s contribution to the Menendez mittmen,
fought Nevada’s 132-pound NCAA
champion to a draw, countering
Bliss’ attack with hard rights and
lefts of his own.
11111 Maddox, with a strung
third round came on to earn a
draw with Nevada veteran Lonnie Tolima at Ise pounds, while
Pete Benavidez of the Spartans
did the same with Ruben Hardy,
who substituted for Archie (’urtis.
Stu Bartell suffered the only
San Jose loss, and it was a close
decision to Nevada’s Chub Quilici.
Both fighters threw heavy artilHugh Mumby’s Spartan wres- lery for three rounds, but Quilici
tlers, just back from a northern covered well and sustained the lesroad trip, take on rugged UCLA ser damage.
tonight at 7:30 and San Diego
State tomorrow at 2:30 p.m., both
meets in the men’s gym.
Top prospects for the locals, 1-3
on their junket, are Dave Nevis
Coach Tom O’Neill’s 1960 ver(130 pound), Bernie (177 pound)), sion of the San Jose State swim(130 pound), Bernie Slate (177 ming team will
be put to its first
pound), and George Hewitt (hea- test today at 3:30 pm. when it
vyweight ).
meets the powerful Stanford Indians in the Spartan pool.
Seven returning lettermen will
lead the Spartans in the meet
against the nationally ranked Indians.
"Although this year’s team is
stronger than last season’s,"
"WRECK OF THE
O’Neill said, "the men will have
their work cut out for them."
MARY DEARE"
The local mermen will be facing
Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston
a squad that placed sixth in the
also
NCAA meet at Yale last year and,
according to O’Neill, have several
Olympic prospects.
TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL
with
Le."e Parr’ I-1

Grapplers Meet
Southern Rivals

SJS Swimmers
Take on Stanford

THE kA\i s HEAD
shop
the yo w

Chive SLATE
MAYFAIR

"LI’L ABNER"
SPARTAN DRIVE -1N
’HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’
t

’SAMPSON AND DELILAH’
In Techn;.!r.’cr

GAY

!TIT DOESN’T SAT

rirEns

"CARRY ON SERGEANT"
.

William Hartwell.

"LOVERS"
Fre,-

IT ISN’T

Grodins has the authentic Pipers you’ve
seen in "Playboy"...
lean :Ind oss.,in and
stuvenri,
’

,11 Dialogue

El Rancho Drive-In
Lessoran Kerr - Grelo,Y Peck
"BELOVED INFIDEL"
also
"STORY ON PAGE ONE"
Anthony FranciosaGig Young

4.95

wher Pipers to $25

GROBINS

San Jose State’s gymnastics
I team hits the mad this weekend,
taking on L.A. Suite. taint; Beach
State and San Diego State in a
tour -way meet tonight in 1.iis Angels -

\

155111

Open at 4 p.m.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
Ale

CY 7 9908

I

after a Saturday night clash with
the Broncos, has already beaten
the Spartans twice, but if post
scores indicate a trend the Gold
and White five just might turn the
tide and buck the Waves.
At the WCAC tourney the Peps
clobbered the Spartans 81-62, as
Bob Sims poured 31 digits through
the hoops, but in their L.A. engagement last weekend the Waves
barely won out by 62-58.
WAVES FAVORED
Nevertheless Pepperdine will be
favored as its "big three" of Sims,
Sterling Forbes andn Bobby Blue
can hit from practically anywhere
on the court and has been scoring
atat a frightening 50.5 clip.
If it will do any good, coach
McPherson will don a toga
and be Androcles if his troops can
tame the Smogville Lions on Saturday night.

In their last meeting, just seven

days ago in L.A.. the Felines con -

tained the locals, 51-42, as star
sophomore Jerry Grote banged
home 21 markers.
Another pair of sophs, Ed Bento
and Tony Krallman, are also doing
their share to keep the Cats above
.500.
McPherson likewise has been
getting lots of mileage from a
number of newcomers.
SOPI1S SPARKLE
A quartet of first -year men, Vic
Cori, Dennis Marc, Gary Ryan and
Vance Barnes have been playing
some excellent ball and according
to the coach, "have been forced to
go all the way in our last few
games because of a very short
bench."
Senior Bob Chapman fills the
fifth spot on the team.
Stu Inman’s frosh (7-5) play
preliminaries both nights,
Free Ducats in TH16 6:15
hosting Moffett Field tonight and
For Don Cage Clash Big Eight junior college league Students attending the USF- leading City College of San FranSan Jose State basketball game in cisco (8-6) tomorrow.
San Francisco on Friday, Feb. 26, must pick up admission tickets in
the Student Affairs office, T1116,
in advance of the game.
RENT A TYPEWRITER
There will be no admission
Special Student Rate
charge for students, but student

KBM

body cards must be presented at
T1116 for a game ticket. No ASH
cards will be honored at the game.

GORDON’S
3461A1

featuring
the continental
and the ivy ...
slacks and shirts

Student Accounts Invited
STUDENT DISCOUNT
With ASS Card

International
Credit

Bank.
mericrd

First Western

EVERYTHING FOR THE STUETh
Men’s Apparel

Jewelry

Kitchen Appliances

Cameras

GORDON’S
119 S. FIRST STREET

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED SOFT WATER

3 MONTHS $15

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
96 E. San Ihonando
CY 2-7501

nken. 44,1,UOVINVIKAAVVIANNO/1).

3.k..401.11,1k9AMPV,94k

Old World Charm in Pining
741

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau

kiithentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

All men and women students are
invited to participate in the Saturday co-recreation program offered each week, beginning tomor- 4:4
row, at the men’s gymnasium from
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
4-4
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
America’s greatest Rinky-Tinli Piano stylist
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)
’Facilities and equipment for free
play in badminton and volleyball
Die Rhinelander
Billie Gallagher
are available at all times while
Band
on the piano
swimming and diving activities are
at,2
allowed from 11 a.m. to 4 pm. Haslowed from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Basketball may be played at any time
CY 7-2002
51 SO MARKET ST.
1.".
except between 2 and 4 p.m.
4
Instructional workshops in any irosrievriefiicrtsssistimrreircersiivectoararNitalttiareNTie
eintrearTnistrst
of these sports offered can be arranged by contacting the intramural office, B73, or phoning ext.1
204.

gadn cu,

12

lb:161.0u

UDOIT

LAUNDROMAT

171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

Rival for Mickey
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Walt
Disney is introducing a new mouse
to rival Mickey Mouse in "Goliath II," a nem.’ cartoon production.
The new mouse blusters an elephant herd into submission until a
tiny elephant challenges him to a
showdown.

TOWNE
Alec C,,,nr.

THE SCAPEGOAT’
plus

VALLEY FAIR
2801 Stevens Creek Rd.

Co-Rec Program
1Starts Tomorrow

\I l 1’1 11 I:
imeeei.i.i%i
.10-1. "laic%
charges combat the two southern V. CAI: powers, l’epp,rdine
14.31,
Loyola
in a pair of con
I 5-21 and
at Spartan pm at
8:15 p.m. Friday and Saturd.i%.
Tonight’s clash pits the locals 12-6 with the highly potent
Waves, while Loyola’s Lions hit the campus tomorrow.
Pepperdine, which will iiroliably break its second place tie
we

1’ II

Gymnasts in L.A.

Lions in WCAC Duo
is or Iiit

’PI 1 rs4’,r1

rtIILIV

"A CRY FROM
THE STREETS"

FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHT AT...

kr

’RAMIS ONE’S
(I
,122A

\CE

10

1-EXPPS5

THE SAINT’S THREE
BEGINNING AT 9 P. M.
All Graduates of SJS

Dick Quinlan

Larry and Dave Vargo

four of
formerly at the Hungry i

Who he iw,f finished

Northern California ,

a

Wednesday Night Is Ladies’ Night
be

471 S. FIRST ST.
For take-home pizza
CALL CY 3-5900

Who says you can’t get the job you want on the Coast?
ENGINEERS

PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS

You may have heard that the big engineering jobs are all
back East. It’s not so. In the communications business
there’s room to choose the field that interests you most.
You get to work with the most advanced engineering equipment. And it’s all right here on the Coast. You and your
salary can go up fast with us, tod;beca use we’re grow ing fast.
Talk aver your future with Pacific Telephone
Sign up in advance,

BUSINESS MAJORS

LIBERAL ARTS

Have you heard that there’s not much of a choice of opportunity out
here? Actually, there’s more diversity just within Pacific Telephone
than you might imagine. And there’s no "getting lost in a big company", either, if you enter our Management Development Program.
It offers the finest training you can get anywhere. And we’re growing
fast and need executive talent that always comes from "within".

(4 Pacific Telephone

PP"
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Vadey Comment
Teachers’ Salaries
Are More Than Just
,t,iti or liacliers. salarie, in tlo L:.S. makes good
newspaper copy. Statistics can be easily. arranged to form ex.
eviivislreusling with plenty of apparent substance.
But a point that is overlooked almost iityariably is that
there is a scale of ability in the teaching profession, just as in
industry and in people in general.
The underpaid teachers have a legitimate complaint. But
lerpaitl is very. very small,
the percentage of teachers truly
compared to the number of teachers who complain.
y. president
It was refreshing to read that Georg, H
of .American Motors corp., earlier this 14 rek stood boldly be.
fore 20.11tH) educators and told them that teaehers themselves
loss of
11111,1 shoulder "at least sonic of the hi ante" fur any
i
st hid, their profession has suffered.
Ili- atolience was the American Association of School Ad i-trators.
iii
\ Ir. Romney went further. He said "the impression has
been ereated in some quarters that in their legitimate fight for
higher salary standards, some teachers are seeking greater rewards for le-, endeavor."
Romney also pointed out that, at least in his llll le town,
Detroit. "teachers’ salaries are fully comparable to the begin.
’ling wage rates in most industry."
The plan for advancement in teaching, Itteae%er, is eien
lllll re just than industry’s plan.
g a leather’s salii tt rity is a major factor in titter
ary size. %hilt- the importance of teaching skill, if not disre’larded, at least is iuuiiu iuu,ie,l.
Salary size for executive positions in industry, of course,
is determined by the man’s worth to the company.
If teachers’ wages could be set on such a scale. everyone
except the majority of teachers would be happy.

THRUST & PARRY
Action To Protest
Capital Punishment
r.DrroR: I wish to thank the

jimmie’s
5 hcrbers
open mondays

52 S. 4th
rest to mosers

Spartan Daily’s eloquent and
sensational front-page effort yesterday to thrust me into martyrdom for leading a "solemn"
congregation of students to San
Quentin protesting capital punishment. There is considerable
distortion in the article of the
facts as I related them in a letter to Thrust and Parry Wednesday.
To clarify yesterday’s article:
to my knowledge there is no
group of students at State organized to protest capital punishment. I anticipate, however.
to meet with others concerned In
the hope that some action may
be taken.
Secondly, any protest today is
purely coincidental with the execution of Caryl Chessman. Whether it be a vigil at San Quentin or armbands on. campus, the
major concern is capital punishment.
Thirdly, there is no organized
effort to wear armbands on campus today. There are three executions slated for March and
similar action may be taken at
that time. At least this is my
hope.
I am confident that the fact
of legal murder may arouse
some to action. The vigil and
armband actions are Implements
through which those opposed to
capital punishment may visibly
express their conviction and con-

by Gerald Nachman,
BOY REPORTER
Music to repair by

MY CALENDAR has tapped me on the shoulder
(I am kidding of course; calendars don’t just go
around tapping strangers on the shoulder) and has
told me that today ’is the 82nd
one piece before he starts In
birthday of the phonograph.
twisting those knobs, turning
Edison- who thought enough
dials, knocking tubes, pushing leof night baseball to give us light
vers, pulling switches, joining
- would hese flipped over and
wiresand in general, making
begun spinning in his tomb had
listening to "The Mikado" as
he discovered all the darkness
complicated as keeping the
he created by inventing the foreQueen Mary on course.
runner of stereo.
While he lectures on about
I suppose you’ve all seen that
how the gawampus filters out
dog-eared cartoon about the poor
guy who lives next door to a
the harsh pizzicato and cuts
neighbor who write-ft sonnets to
away the flingdrag tones, I sit
his stereo set.
quietly by, dreaming back to
those calmer days when ANY
It so happens I have just such
dunderhead could be an expert
a cartoon chum who is lousy
at the phonograph if he could
with the latest dope on stereo
manage not to drop the new
and hi-fidelity; and I am sure needle in the folds of the bedif he would ever allow me to
spread.
peek -no doubt sleeps with a
pair of tweeters beneath his pillow.
DID I hear someone in the
last row ask, "What are tweeters?" All I can tell you about
tweeters is that in listening to
some of the great artists --.like
Prokofieff, Bach, Grieg- somehow when you are through listening to the music, the tweeters have become more important than either Prokofieff, Bach
or Grieg.
I would like to state right now
that if any of you plan to carry
on a full-scale debate on W6Tc7
outlets in the future, would you
please do so while I am out of
the room?
Otherwise, It gives me that
feeling like when you walk Into
a cocktail party at 11:30 and no
one will Introduce you.
After my friend shows me his
setI am shown the set every
two weekswe sit down to discuss many things of interest
while World War II is going on
not three feet from my good
ear, in the form of "Victory at
Sea."
’ "Listen to the low frequency
of the tympany" he shouts,
hopping about on one foot.
"Isn’t that violin vibrato magnificent?" And the vibrato tickles my teeth as the tympany
rumbles in my small toe.

Ceramics Display
A ceramics display by James
Lovera, assistant professor of
art, will be among the exhibitions showii at the II. II. de
Young Memorial museum in Gulden Gate park in San Francisco.
The show will open Saturday
and museum hours are from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily.
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A &M Auto Repair

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
student rate’ 456 E. San Salvador cy 5.4241

SAN JOSE
FAIRWAYS
only sheltered
golf range
In San Jose
ample grass area
student rates
9:00 until dark
except
fues, and hi.
9 a.m. to 9 .m.
phone CV 5-9542
Brokaw off N. lst.
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If God didn’t exist, man
would have to invent Him.
Voltaire
rAiNiv:14:1;7111k

’El’
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.

53-5

PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT

AN ARGUMENT FOR THE SOUL

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.

YOU/

eyes can only ie cm
don’t koh

101.

9411103

good as y0(1
CHEAP

l<11.9,11113

CONSULT

DR. HAROLD HASKELL
OPTOMETRIST
Complete eye examinations and optical service. Latest styled aliases and
contact lenses fitted. Optical prescriptions filled and glasses repaired.
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
EYE CARE AT ALL PRICES
EASIEST CREDIT TERMS
Mention this ad ...when visiting any of the Dr. Haskell Offices
Located 3 blocks from campus. 100 S. FIRST (CORNER OF 1ST AND
SAN FERNANDO) Alsolee S. First St. (Corner of lot and Sae
Antonio.
Coll CY 7-1880

MAX: Hi, Growler. Are you all set for the semester?
GROWLER: Yea. I’m taking a course in Philouseophy. Ws
real ’tough. I’m working on a problem right now. (Growler
has not taken English A.)
MAX: What’s it about?
GROWLER: The instructor said this fellow, I think his name
WAS Sockabes, claimed that the soul had three parts. Now,
this isn’t my problem, because 1 believe him. In fact, I’ve
removed my soul and divided it. You see that there are
three parts. (Growler is a master mechanic.)
MAX: Yes! You seem to have done just that. So, what’s your
problem?
GROWLER: 1 can’t put the darn thing together again, and I
can’t walk with only one shoe. (Growler is an animal and
really doesn’t wear shoes.)
MAX: Just forget about it. Let’s go to Lark’s. You must be
starved after all that thinking.
GROWLER: I sure am. Hey, I hear that Lark’s is now open at
5 a.m. Now we can eat breakfast there, too, Max! (Some.
times Growler makes very good sense.)
MORAL: Food for the stomach is food for the soul, or something like that.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

ENGINE E 11StAND,vSCI

BUT HE never lets you listen
to more than eight hars of any

NTISTS

REPRESENTATI V ES OF

NORTH rAMEUICANiAVIATION, INC.
’WILL CONDUCT ON -CA NI PI ’S INTL’ RV I EWS
11049001141111111Mwdlywv
Visit your placement office now
for all the facts about a future with North American Aviation, Inc.
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THURSDAY
Corned Beef & Cabbage
FRIDAY
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Atomics International, located in the San
Fernando Valley of Southern California, is a
leader in the development and manufacture
of nuclear reactors for power, research, and
mobile systems. Two proven Al power reactor concepts are now under construction,
Atomics International is building a Sodium

Graphite Reactor for the Consumers Public
Power District of Nebraska and an Organic
Power Reactor at Piqua, Ohio. AI also is
engaged in extensive research activities to
develop improved materials for fuel elements and reactor components.

Autonetics, a leader in the field of electronics,
Iis engaged in research, development, and
Electronics
manufacture of Computers, Inertial Guidli--W & electroonce, Armament Control and Flight Control
mechanics at the
Systems. Autonetics designed and built the
inertial navigation system for the USS Neu-.
Autonetics Division
tilus and Skate; the first, completely autotoo..., cast...*

matic landing system for supersonic missil..s
and aircraft; the first, general purpose, ail transistor, digital computer. It is now at wurk
on the inertial navigation system for the first
nuclear -powered Polaris -carrying submarifles and the guidance and control systems
for the Minuteman and GAM -77 missiles.

The Columbus Division, designed and built
the Navy’s T2J Buckeye, America’s most ver-1
satile jet trainer which will train today’s
jet cadets to command tomorrow’s manned
weapons systems, and the Navy’s supersonic,
all-weather A3J Vigilante, today’s most ver- ’
satile manned weapons system. Advanced

design studies now underway at the Colurnbus Division include undersea, land, and air
weapons systems for all Military Services.
Current studies include ASW, missiles. ECM,
intercept aircraft, electronics systems,VTOLSTOL, ground support equipment, and other
still confidential programs.

The Los Angeles Division is the home of the
next -generation manned weapon systemthe, Mach 3 B-70 Valkyrie multi -purpose
bomber-and America’s first manned space
vehicle, the X-15. Engineers in this division
are engaged in research, development, and

production of complete manned weapon
systems. Work encompasses the fields of
Electronics, Metallurgy, Structures, Aerodynamics, Thermodynamics, Dynamics,
Mathematics, Physics, Human Factors and
Industrial Engineering.

The Missile Division is the home of the GAM77 "Hound Dog," an air -to -surface missile
for the Air Force’s B-52 bomber. The Missile Division has within its ranks some of the
nation’s most experienced engineers and scientists in the fields of missiles and weapon
systems. They are performing research on

missiles and space exploration vehicles of a
wide variety of range, speed and propulsion
methods. Scientists at the Aero-Space Leboratories, an organization within the Missile
Division, are conducting creative research
well in advance of existing technology in the
space sciences.

S
Rocketdyne is engaged in ideas-to -hardware
development of propulsion systems. Hithrust liquid propellant engines, built by
Rocketdyne, have powered most of the misused for military and civilian space
projects including Atlas, Jupiter, Thor, Redstone, Explorer, Discoverer, Pioneer, Juno,
I4ind others. Under development at present
are two super performance liquid systems.
;While leading the nation in liquid propellant

,..
se.- ts
-....
systems, the division is under contract for
high energy solid propellant motors and
unique accessory equipment. Solid propel lant operations are located at McGregor,
Texas. Other propulsion system concepts are
actively under development employing the
principles of ion energy, nuclear energy.
plasma jets, arc -thermodynamic and magnetohydrodynainic systems.
-

Nuclear
...-- power
at the Atomics
International
Division
costes ess. Couko, u,
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Fri. and Sat. Night
Have fun with the

LEE SISTERS
COMMUNITY SINGING
-The Place where Everyone
Gets Into The Act"

IRISH
VILLAGE
93 Willow Street

Now You Can ...
Get Piping Hot Pizza
Delivered To Your Door!
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Naval
aircraft
& missiles at the
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Los Angeles Division l:
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2 -OZ POUCH

This new service designed especially for all State Students,
compliments of San Remo’s, famous for fine Pizza, Cell
during these hours:
Wed. and Thurs.
Fri. and Sat.
Sunday

6 to 10 p.m.
6 to II p.m.
4:30 to II p.m.

Closed Mondays and Tuesdays

San Remo’s
218 WILLOW STREET

11

SAN
NUM
Vasty
C.;.iz Au

iitodente APug Co.

CALL

TRY A PIPEFUL
AT THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU

Jose Greco and Ms company
of 30 dancers, musicians and
singers will perform in the San
Jose civic auditorium at 8:30
p.m. Monday.
The Spanish ballet troup will
include the prima ballerina Lola
De Ronda, flamenco singer Manuela De Jerez, guitarist Miguel
Garcia and operetta singer Norma.
Tickets are on sale at the auditorium box office.

lIlIIhlIIIIIllllllllIIllIluilIItulIlllltlIIlitIIlluIIIllIultllllllllIluI

I am for the abolition of capital punishment in any form.
This for me is an objection
grounded upon Christian conviction and faith. Wearing an armband on campus, for me, would
be a visible sign of an inward
religious conviction. I am open
to share with those interested
in further action on forthcoming executions.
TOM A. BULL
ASH A14016
...the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos
combined! Try it and your
very first puff will tell you
why. There’s more pleasure
in smooth -smoking, even.
turning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHORA.
Popular priced, and more
for your money, too -full 2
nurses in every pack! Blended
in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Come in and try it
todayl

rnuoic -21ranta
Spanish Dancers
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SAN JOSE

Missile

weapon
system management
& space research at
the Missile Division

tilt Propulsion
systems
and concepts
at the Rocketdyne
Division
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Boxers Whip Nevada Spartans Host Peps,
By GARY PALMER

ter & Nevada heavyweight John
Gerutsci from corner to corner in
the last round of the card’s feature attraction, but it took the former NCAA titleholder two rounds
to thoroughly recall the boxing
skills which make him a top Olympic prospect.
The Spartans lacked the tolg
title.
national
insight
punch and the card saw no
ging.rusty Archie Milton bat knockouts, though Charlie
Brown came within inches of
In perr,crt
stopping Mills Lane in the 147 4
All
pound slash.
Ron Nichols unit Dave Nelson
also were winners in the meet that
saw the Spartans garner four wins
against one loss and three draws.
I.
Nichols completely outclassed
The Gateway Singers the Wolf Pack’s Steve Parker in

NCAA boxing
a 51/2,
,Ii.aspions !minded out
,i sin user stubborn Nesatla
aware that next
].1.1 night. well
clash with
srek’s intersectional deciding
li.cunsin may be the
for a third
rotor in their bid

SHELLEY
BERMAN

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.

THURS EVE., FEB 25 at B:30
Wets: $3.75, $2.75, $1.75 et SJ
Civic Aud. Bog Office, CY 3-6252

his bid to regain his 125 -pound collegiate crown and Nelson stung
Jerry Hook repeatedly with good
lefts and rights to the body to win
the most lopsided decision of the
evening.
Bahman Shoghi, Iran’s contribution to the Menendez mittmen,
fought Nevada’s 132-pound NCAA
champion’ to a draw, countering
Bliss’ attack with hard rights and
lefts of his own.
Bill Maddox, with a strung
third round eanie on to earn a
draw with Nevada veteran Lonnie Tulano at 150 pounds, utak+
Pete Bertavidez of the Spartans
did the stunt. with Ruben Hardy.
who substituted tor Archie Curtis.
Stu Bartell suffered the only
San Jose loss, and it was a close
decision to Nevada’s Chub Quilici.
Both fighters threw heavy artilHugh Mumby’s Spartan wres- lery for three rounds, but Quilici
tiers, just back from a northern covered well and sustained the lesroad trip, take on rugged UCLA ser damage.
tonight at 7:30 and San Diego
State tomorrow at 2:30 p.m., both
meets in the men’s gym.
Top prospects for the locals, 1-3
on their junket, are Dave Nevis
Coach Tom O’Neill’s 1960 ver(130 pound), Bernie (177 pound)), sion of the San Jose State swim(130 pound), Bernie Slate (177 ming team will be put to
its first
pound), and G)rve Hewitt I hea- test today at
3:30 pm. when it
vyweight).
meets the powerful Stanford Indians in the Spartan pool.
Seven returning lettermen will
lead the Spartans in the meet
against the nationally ranked Indians.
"Although this year’s team is
stronger than last season’s,"
"WRECK OF THE
O’Neill said, "the men will have
their work cut out for them."
MARY DEARE"
The local mermen will he facing
Gary
a squad that placed sixth in the
also
NCAA meet at Yale last year and,
according to O’Neill, have several
Olympic prospects.
TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL

Grapplers Meet
Southern Rivals

SJS Swimmers
Take on Stanford

TM RAM’S HFAD
the vr,,,y man’s shop

_Cho& SLATE
MAYFAIR

"Lit ABNER"
Peter Palme- r. Leslie Parrish
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
’HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’
Day:el Ni.ten plus Ceci’ B. DeMille’s
’SAMPSON AND DELILAH’
In Technicolor

GAY

SAY

rirEns

"CARRY ON SERGEANT"
William HartwellShAey Eden
"LOVERS’
french
freed, CadtEngl,sh Dialogue

IT ISN’T! c----4,71

Grodins has the au
Incline Pipers you’ve
seen in "Playboy"...
lean and mean and
stovepipe slim!

El Rancho Drive-In
Deborah Verr - Gregory Peck
"BELOVED INFIDEL"

1.9S
’l,,

Co-Rec Program
’Starts Tomorrow

CROWNS

1:
I. 11
San Jose St ale’s basketball
For the sec I suet ,
charges I. bat tlu. two southern W1.11 powers, l’epperdine
15-2.1 and I.mola 14-31, in a pair of confrsts at Spartan gym at
8:11 p.m. Friday and Saturili.
Tonight’s clash pits the locals 12-61 with the highly potent
hit the campus tomorrow.
Waves, while Loyola’s 1’
Peppertline, which will probably break its second place tie

GORDON’S
Yawl

after a Saturday night clash with*
In their last meeting,
just seven
the Broncos, has already beaten
the Spartans twice, but if past days ago its L.A., the Felines conscores Indicate u trend the Gold tained the locals, 51-42, as star
and White five just might turn the sophomore Jerry Grote banged
home 21 markers.
tide and buck the Waves.
Another pair of sop/is, Ed Bento
At the WCAC tourney the Peps
clobbered the Spartans 81-62, as and Tony Kreitman, are also doing
Bob Sims poured 31 digits through their share to keep the Cats above
the hoops, but in their L.A. engagement last weekend the Waves
barely won out by 62-58.
WAVES FAVORED
Nevertheless Pepperdine will be
favored as its "big three" of Sims,
Sterling Forbes andn Bobby Blue
can hit from practically anywhere
on the court and has been scoring
atat a frightening 50.5 clip.
If it will do any good, coach
Walt McPherson will don a toga
and be Androcles if his troops can
tame the Smogville Lions on Saturday night.
--

sal fees.ltsici.rss

featuring
the continental
and the ivy ...
slacks and shirts

Student Accounts Invited

McPherson likewise has been
getting lots of mileage from a
number of newcomers.
SOPIIS SPARKLE
A quartet of first -year men, Vic
Cori, Dennis Marc, Gary Ryan and
Vance Barnes have been playing
some excellent ball and according
to the coach, "have been forced to
go all the way in our last few
games because of a very short
bench."
Senior nib Chapman fills the
fifth spot on the team.
Stu Inman’s frosh 17-5) Play
15 preliminaries both nights,
Free Ducats in 1’H16 ,sting
Moffett Field tonight and
For Don Cage Clash
Eight junior college league Students attending the I- leading City College of San FranSan Jose State basketball game in cisco (8-0) tomorrow.
San Francisco on Friday, Feb. 26.
must pick up admission tickets in
the Student Affairs office, Tlili;.
in advance of the game.
RENT A TYPEWRITER
There will be no admission
Special Student Rate
charge for students, but student
3 MONTHS $15
body cards must be presented at
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
TH16 for a game ticket. No ASIt
CY 2-7501
cards will be honored at the game. 96 E. Sirs Penland

KBM

Open at 4 p.m.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 Almaden Are.
CY 7-91115

STUDENT DISCOUNT
International

With ASB Card

Credit

First Western

Beni-

arnar,card

EVERYTHING FOP THE STUDENT
Men’s Apparel

Jewelry

Kitchen Appliances

Cameras

GORDON’S
119 S. FIRST STREET

Free Parking in all City Lots

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED SOFT WATER

r9l/AnkfirgirAki1.$011,44,1,1,41,1,4041,941,j1,1,1Vil, /VP)

Old World Charm in Dining
11:

America’s Most Beautiful linfbrau

’41

Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night

iirjdrau

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

Rival for Mickey
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Walt
Disney is introducing a new mouse
to rival Mickey Mouse in "Goliath II," a new cartoon production.
The new mouse blusters an elephant herd into submission until a
tiny elephant challenges him to a
showdown.

TOWNE
"THE SCAPEGOAT’
Pies
"A CRY FROM
THE STREETS"

VALLEY FAIR
2801 Stevens Creek Rd.

San Jose State’s gymnasia’s
team hits the road this weekend.
taking on L.A. State, Long Itemt,
State and San Diego, State in
four-way meet tonight in Los Au -

All men and w,,men students are
invited to participate in the Saturday co-recreation program of- 41
fered each week, beginning tomorrow, at the men’s gymnasium from
San Jose State’s FRED SOETJE
5."
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
America’s greatest Rinky-Tink Piano stylist
4
(Appears Mon.-Thurs.)
Facilities and equipment for free
4),
play in badminton and volleyball
Billie Gallagher
Die Rhinelander
are available at all times while
on the piano
Bend
swimming and diving activities are
allowed from 11 a.m. to 4 pm. Bestowed from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Bassciarden
7’j
ketball may be played at any time
I".
51 SO MARKET ST.
CY 7-2002
except between 2 and 4 p.m.
5sInstructional workshops in any 4
"rtstirAlriasli \Vial VtilAVYIY/MitiLlsit/Ntrat" VitiblifiareR( Yire,lfahltioateat ii
of these sports offered can be arranged by contacting the intramural office, B73, or phoning ext.
204.

"STORY ON PAGE ONE"
Frde^:’,..1 01/2 ’Young

Pipers to 5.?

Gymnasts in L.A.

Lions in WCAC Duo

4v’4n.

SPARTAN DAY11.1P-3

FRIDAY and SATURDAY NIGHT AT...
7-1

01111:S
11111ht
t
i
i
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’
,k, "
THE SAINT’S P. THREE
M.
BEGINNING AT 9
All Graduates of SJS

Larry and Dave Vargo

Dick Quinlan

Who have just finished a tour of
formerly at the Hungry i
Northern California

Wednesday Night Is Ladies’ Night
10(471

S. FIRST ST.

For take-home pizza
CALL CY 3-5900

Who says you can’t get the job you want on the Coast?
ENGINEERS

PHYSICAL

SCIENTISTS

You may have heard that the big engineering jobs are all
back East. It’s not so. In the communications business
there’s room to choose the field that interests you most.
You get to work with the most advanced engineering equipment. And it’s all right here on the Coast. You and your
salary can go up fast with us, to.kbeca usc we’re growing last.
Talk over jour future with Pacific Telephone
Sign up in advance,

BUSINESS MAJORS

LIBERAL ARTS

Have you heard that there’s not much of a choice of opportunity out
here? Actually, there’s more di% crsity just within Pacific Telephone
than you might imagine. And there’s no "getting lost in a big company", either, if you enter our Management Development Program.
It offers the finest training you can pet an;.%% here. And we’re growing
fast and need executive talent that always comes from "within".

Pacific Telephone

Sub Hunters

Friday. February 19, 1960

4-SPARTAN DAILY

Grad School Dean To Advise
Students in Business Majors

-

....11.00.
-

wws

Dr. Richard Stavely, professor
of political science and a member
of the humanities staff at SJS,
will speak Sunday night to the
Canterbury assn. in the Christian
Center at Fifth and San Fernando
streets.
Dr. Stavely will address the
group on "Common Sense and Revelation."
The Canterbury meeting will begin at 6 p.m. with a supper.
Dr. Stavely’s talk will begin at
7 p.m.

Students who are interested in of study leading to the M.I3.A. and

graduate courses in business administration can talk today with
Harold R. Metcalf, dean of students of the Graduate School of
Business at the University of
Chicago.
Dean Metcalf will be on campus
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. to discuss
with student i graduate programs

Ph.D. degrees at the University
of Chicago. He will also explain
the scholarship program and career opportunities In informal interviews. Interviews may be arranged by contacting E. W. Clements, director of placement.
All students, regardless of major. are eligible to apply.

$1 ONE DOLLAR Si
This coupon worth one dollar on the
purchase of any standard LP or Stereo
record Offer is limited!

MUSIC

0 MR

399 WEST
SAN CARLOS

$1

tr

There is widespread feeling that the sub-if that’s what it wasescaped through the gulf’s mouth to the Atlantic.

7-7700

titer,. tompoomts Casio’’, Sound
One coupon per record. Void after Feb. 26, 1960

.got

HUNTING MYSTERY SUBMARINES-The crew of an Argentine
destroyer relax as electronic equipment continues to probe for a
submarine said to be lurking beneath the surface of Golfo Nuevo.

CYpress

Of

Mt

-t

MUSIC

Sunday has been set aside by
the World Student Christian federation as the Universal Day of
Prayer for students, according to
Carol Hume, chairman of the local
campus committee.
All students and faculty are invited to participate in the prayer
service at 4:30 p.m., Miss Hume
MONDAY
Autonerics-Di,ision of Ncrth Amer. said.
Since 1885, the third Sunday in
:can Aviation inc., Downey Calif. Electrical, mechanical. chemical, engineers February has been set aside for
prayers for the spiritual, physical
rohiril-s aird math.
and intellectual welfare of students, teachers, and academic institutions of higher learning.
Big Discounts on
Student groups in all countries
in the world participate in servGasoline!
ices, including student Christian
groups on the mainland of China..
Motor Oil

San Francisco goer
J. C. Penney
uct all majors.
Factory IrsLrence assn., San Francisco
I
fire protectien engineer. trainee.
Federal Aviation agency, Los Angeles
electronic engineers.
’
Link Aviation, inc.. Palo Alto elec!
tronic and mechanical engineers.

DALY STUDENT
TOUR OF EUROPE
... 74 wonderful days

All brands 38c qt.

On the 46th and 47th days of your tour you’ll be in the Swiss Alps,
with accomodations at the Riffelalp Hotel, located high in the mountains, affording a spectacular view of the Matterhorn. These are two of
the many adventurous days you’ll enjoy throughout the summer on
this 74-day all-inclusive TOUR OF EUROPE. Call or write for colorful
and descriptive folder to DALY STUDENT TOURS, 505 Geary Street,
San Francisco, Calif., telephone: ORdway 3-5161.

Cigarettes 22c pk.

SAHARA OIL CO.
2ND

and WILLIAM

THESE PRICES ONLY WITH ASB CARD
ALl

CARS

995
.

i
ts.

: 4 ....
...--

1 00 PER SET
J7U
exch.
Best quality, heavy
duty, dual friction.
Have power for a
real fast stop!

Rebuilt Fuel Pumps
Rebuilt Water Pumps Guaranteed factory rebuilt by

i1

-..11

i0iiii::::’:’’’’’’:::::::::it

REBUILT

Regulators .4111101."-lit-v.
Rebuilt by factory
men and who guaranteed.
e’h, .

2.98

-

Top quality rebuilt by experts. Complete
rea dy t o be installed.

4.79

1.98

TODAY
German club, meeting, Cafeteria I!
7.30 p.m.
International Students organization
welcome party for new foreign students
women’s gym. 8 p.m.
Spartan CM party, 262 S. Sixth it..
9 p.m.
Sports Car assn., meeting, 1185 Red
Oaks dr., 7:30 p.m.

AWS announces that Jan Nelson
and Sue Evers have been selected
as co-chairmen for the March Melodies program to be held in the
Morris Dailey auditorium on
March 17.

9:45 a.m. Perspective
Current study:
Toward ChriAan
Marriage"

6:00 p.m. Knox Club
meet student
friends here

A

PATRONIZE
OUR ADVERTISERS

Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio
SUNDAY SERVICES*
8:30 and 11:00 MORNING WORSHIP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE.
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday.’

TRI-C
o-

SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Seminer-"Funclamentels
of Christianity"

13Fn

6:90 p.m. Tri.0 Club-"Consider Sim"

meeting. Spartan Y 8 p.m.
Junior class, meeting, S326. 3:30 p.m.

tinw

Religion completes the college experience.
Participate with other collegians this Sunday.

C z--1 F2 1 S

3rd and San Antonio

Presbyterians Welcome You
SUNDAY WORSHIP:

First Presbyterian Church, 48 No.

Bill Wert Chevron - 7th & Keyes
CHEVRON

’,

I Block North of Spartan City
Conveniently Located
to Serve Car Owners of San Jose State
MOTOR TUNE-UP
LUBRICATION
WHEEL BALANCING - BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES - BATTERIES
AUTO ACCESSORIES

3rd

Services at 9.30 and 11.00 a.m.

REVEREND PHIL W. BARRETT, Pa.,.
PRESBYTERIAN’S OFFICIAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
’’united Campus Christian Fellowship"
Main meeting: Tuesday 7:15 p.m.
at The Christian Center, 92 South Fifth Street

REVEREND DON EMMEL, Campus Pa t -A.

We Give Blue Chip Stamps

S
111111111
tyro -SUPRA,

G. Winfield Blount, Minister
Charles Tyler Minister
to Studrints

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

MONDAY
Freshman class, meeting. El 18, 3:30

See The Dinah Sh.,re (-hes) Show in

celor Sundays. NBC-TV -the Pat firv,n, Chevy Shnwrnom

,111,

r&_LuViCEr+.4.77)
Open tit 9 per, on Thurs.

CLASSIFIEDS
Shan betels
Houses for net, call Spartan Rental
Service, CY 7.8877. Will accommodate
25c a line first insertion
large house 11/2 blk. from
share
2
men
to
6 to 8 students-21/2 blocks from campus
20e a line succeeding insertion
school. 454 So. 5.n. CY 3.4414.
2 line minimum
47
S.
8th.
Furs.
house,
Men’s college
rms., kit., linen, washer, ’phone, piano, 2 men to share large attractive apt.
To Place an Ad:
with 4 o’er men. Only $25, each. AX
cleaning service. $28.
Call at Student Affairs Office
6 3490.
Room 16, Tower Hall
Rooms for men with kit. priv. $30 mo.
No Phone adore
1 to share. $30 per month. utilities paid.
College men, newly furn, ems, kit. TV AN 9-3738.
priv. 267 So. 12th. CY 7.9697 eves.
Lost sod Posed
I or 2 boys to share fury. apt. with 2
others. Apply 514 E. Reed.
Apartments for Rent
Lost-Reading glasses. James Bliss, CY
1 or 2 males to share apt. wirir 2 others.
4 6414 exs. 448. Reward.
Faculty or Staff. Very desirable furnished Pool. CY 7-1348.
adjoining
campus.
duplex
Quiet
secludHELP WANTED-Femal
ed location. Elec. range-large closets. Wanted, one man to share Irg. attracGarbage and water paid. Save parking tive apt. w th 3 other men. $32.50 ea.
We will train sharp reliable young wom- troubles. Walk
to college, home for AX 6-3490.
en for part,tirna phone work in our ad
1 inch. CY 3-8010. 271 S. 4th, Apt. F.
vertising dept. Off I lolk. from campus
Autos for Sale
Hrs. errar-zed. See Miss Monahan be
cr and pow.
bean 9 and I, 5 and 7 or Sat. Morn. Hurry! Two-weeks free rent-Fury. apt 57 Cher. 4-dr. ..;
4476 e’er 5:30.
123 S. 3rd. No. 220: or call CY 5-0298. 2.bedrm. 495 E. William St. CY 3.2674

Rider or Riders from
Phone BR 6 2587.

Vele/ Arca

Transportation Wanted
Urgently need ride to Hayward area
Tuesday, 3:30. BR 6-1596.
3 girls need ride daily frcm Palo Alto
to San Jose. Call eves. DA 2.9473.
Urgently wanted, ride to SJSC from
Sunnyvale. Cherry Cta-e area. Judy
Hirth, RE 6-0905.
Rooms for Rent
-- -Girls Boarding House, eIg, res, with one: 1
Cell Pat CY 4.3474 aft, r Is

We have I nic 3 -mm. apt. for a married
Vespe. $345. Perfect cond. CY 4cpl. or .2 quiet girls 453 So. 5th,
4430. 254
Mod. 3-rm. fern. apt. $110. Couple pref.
Marlowe apts. 33 South 6th. AX 6-9380.

Miscellaneous for Sale

Why rent!!
$450
down. $115 per I.’
per
Large attractive apt, near college for
month
990,-.
(r., 6 rn-oths CI.
4 boys Only 532 50 each. AX 6-3490.
Skis and Bindings 1’5. See at 198
Two bedroom apt: for 4 students $120 6-8 16th
St
S.
per mg. At Oil. inc. 492 S. 10th St.
Erikson Skis 545, 7 Ft. Super
7
ft.
Stein
Les. 2 bedroom apt. for rent: 4 Stu Hir-kories $15. CY 2-2973.
don’s $30 each. 588 S. 10th 54... CY
2.5118.
For Salo-Pot Skunk. Deodorized. Almost
housebroken. CI’ 5-4681.
Mod. 3rns, fern, apt. $80. Couple pref
Merlowe Apts., 33 South 6th. AX 6.9380. 191/2011/2 desk and bookcase.
310 So.
10th St., rear.
2 bdrrn. fare, apt. 452 S 4th, San Jose.
4.5085 or AL 23420.
Special Noises
’1’

Mod. 3 em. hon. Gin., wa.k, rm., 7 blks. Skiing? Phone Vern Clinton for AAA
1..r, collars*. $85. 542 Vine,
membership. CH 3.8896,

830. College men, furs, rms. K,.. ri
Parking study rm. 126 N. 7th. AN 4-L/08 2 girls, 4 girls. or 4 boys. 420 S. 7th,
Apt. No. I.

Male studisnt, at least 1 yr. col. to wk.
late afternoons and eve, with Photo Co.

Room and board for students. 655 S. 2 bdrm. fern. apt 529 S. 7th St. CY Must be mature, personable. ambit. Car
ne, . Excel finanrial reward with ming.
2nd. Phone CY 4-5138.

4-4113,
;. Send ft., Het phcto and person.
4lity sse.rh: HAP BYEPS PHOTO. INC.
Male-upper div. studepts, dbts, nice
Apt.
for
rent-2
brim.,
St.
555
5,
8th
lit.
priv.
tile
baths,
184
S.
13th
home.
8313 Metose, Lou Angeles. Interv, to be
CY 8-2375.
St. CY 79909. Rents from $25.
arranged.
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Classified Rates:

Transportatien Available

Fo
R(

FELLOWSHIP
(tailored for studenft)

Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
8.05 a.m. Hcly Communion
9:25 and 11:00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenham, Assit.

Roger Williams fellowship, meet for
Dodge Ridge snow trip, Grace Baptist
church, 5 a.m.
Spartan Y.
registration dance,
8:30 p.m.

V 0 L.

JOHN KNOX

Episcopal Church

SATURDAY

of
the SJS occupational therapy department, will be the featured
speaker at the February meeting
of the Northern California Occupational Therapy assn., to be held
tonight at 7:30 in H301.

Shasta
CY 4-7447

8:30 8 11 am
7.00 p.m.

Holy Communion at 7:30 a.m.
Every Thursday
Office Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Barbara E. Arnold

Methodist preference armlet’
students are invited to a Rose
Friendship tea on Sunday from
3 to 5 p.m. In Wesley Hall at
Fifth and Santa Clam streets,
according to Janet Mackler, publicity sItainnan of Kappa Phl,

Alameda at

Sunday Services

92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET

To Speak
Chairmen Named Booth
Miss Mary D. Booth, head

. iRisk
xis::,:i.

Master Cylinders

experts.
Factory rebuilt, tested and proved on
many makes of cars. Pressure tested
..:.,..iltN.i 1DOUBLE ACTION
up, exch.
, emu.
R. 9 . 8 95_,,,
ard we guarantee.
We also
exch.
_
r’i li
have thern for Cadillacs.
SINGLE ACTION
Chryslers, Hudsons and ,..s--.,-..
3.95-now
reg.
Nash cars. Savings of iff:m8V-liej
$5 to 515.
1
excb

3 95

The

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center

p

TODAY

ON A

Rebu’t Ey ;e,,toy elpe-f s. Too%
7--s-75--

PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH

sponsoring organization.

You’ll
be
here
this
summer...

Brake Shoes

WESTMINSTER

Final deadline for signing up for
the Westminster Presbyterian
Knox club snow retreat is 5
this afternoon, according to Youth
Director Charles Tyler.
The retreat Is being held this
weekend at Pine Crest chalet in
Dodge Ridge. Cost of transportation, lodging and insurance is
$18.75. Equipment rental and several meals will be extra.
Reservations may be made by
calling Tyler at CYpress 4-7447.

Friendship Tea Set

Job Interviews All Countries
To Observe
rayer Day Spartaguide

SI

Note: Interviews are held in the Placemeet Office, Adrn234. Appointment lists
am put out in advance of the interview
and students are requested to sign up
early.

GENERATORS

Group To Hear Snow Signup
Stavely Talk Due Today

mainten:
Master i

supplies.
The ol
eled to

plumbini
tended,
ent off it
two new
Furth(
said.

TEP OUT IN IT

Get the quiet proof of Chevrolet’s
superior performance on the roadNo other car in the low-priced three
can match the borne-on -the-wind
sensation you get from a ride in the
1960 Chevrolet. But that’s not surprising when you consider to what
lengths Chevy ha gone to provide
for your comfort at no extra cost to
you. As you drive, count the ways
Chevrolet has been thoughtful:
Supple Full Coll suspension Coil springs at n// bur wheels melt
blimps as no other suspension can.
Taking the punch out of rough roads
is their only function -they don’t
have to anchor the rear axle.
Butyl rubber body mounts Thicker, newly designed body mounts

furt her insulate you from the road.
Body by Fisher -Only Chevy in
its field offers the polish and craftsmanship of Body by Fisher.
Foam cushioned seats -Chevy
offers foam cushioned seats in both
front and rear in all series but one.
Safety -Girder frame -X -built
and not merely X -braced, the Safety.
Girder frame affords greater rigidity
to minimize twisting and squeaks.
Hydraulic valve lifters -Oil
hushed hydraulic valve lifters reduce
engine noise to a whisper.
Cushioned steering shaft A universal joint and cushioned
coupling keep those annoying road
tremors from the steering wheel.

Impala Sport Seth

Re
No

Manus,
literary i

spring, /

Precision balanced wheels and
tires -Here again Chevy has shown
concern for your comfort by eliminating vibration in this vital area tire life is longer, too.
Easy steering ratio-Cbevy’a high
ratio Ball Race steering takes the
work out of steering for you.
Superior weight distribution Chevy ridef4 better, handles twtter
and stops b.t toss box...tube the car’s
weight is more equally divided betwr.en the front and rear wheels.
Wide choice of power teamsChoose from 24 different power combinations to satisfy
the itchiest driving
foot -more than any
other car.

Now -fa.st delivery, favorable deals! See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer!
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